Using the Pedagogy of Technology for Student Success through Media Centers, Flipping, Multiple Intelligences theory and other such “Rott” in Teacher Education.

Media Centers offer an opportunity to diversify optional delivery methods. Coupled with the idea of multiple intelligences – different ways of learning, I was able to put into practice an old strategy into play – offer within the same classroom different ways to learn the same lesson. The Media Center offers the opportunity to use different learning stations with three different smart boards, and a fourth station to generate and deliver lessons using technology as well as some students want – a low technology approach. Innovative ideas such as flipping – changing homework into class time activities and classroom activities into homework provide a great opportunity to enhance student success. Optional grading opportunities present themselves such as using the textbook and the test as learning tools and strategy as a by-product of this learning approach. A demonstration of this model and the student success results will be presented.